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Gold

by Montresor

Gold falls below

$400

many

The continual drain internationally on liquidity implies a lower
gold price, only the advance signal of a broader crisis.

gold-market

specialists

are

speaking of a major decline in the price

from present levels. It is useless to

speculate about when, and how deep

ly, such a price collapse may occur; it

is nonetheless evident that the stage

setting provided by the central banks

is conducive to such a development.

All this might change in a mo

Although

the

eccentric

means

2.7 marks in August. This is appar

Bullion Reserve chose to end his life

in Bundesbank policy, which had been

through which Mr. David Saxon of
argue against any suggestion of foul

ment, e.g., the central banks might

panic at the resiliency of South Amer

ently the resu,lt of a marked turnaround

ican nationalism and reverse the harsh

inordinately expansive earlier in the

for International Settlements meeting.

sought to buy an economic recovery.

to bail out American banks

policy they maintained at the last Bank

The Federal Reserve might be forced

play, the new interest in the underside

year as the government of Helmut Kohl

is suggestive. While the collapse of

The credibility of this effort has since

causing a run from the dollar into gold.

short-term, be related to the panic

verted to the outlook of the Swiss Na

community is still contemplating its

to the gold market is a toll-free number

some

of the gold markets among regulators

the gold price below

$400 may, in the

among the many investors whose link

in Fort Lauderdale, nonetheless the

price move tells us something broader.

faded, and the Bundesbank has re

tional Bank, to the consternation of
in

the

community.

Frankfurt

banking

Although there is considerable

talk

en masse,

Nonetheless, the world banking

own liquidation, and the insurance

premium of many investors, i.e., their

gold holdings, will be the first casualty.

It is no longer possible to pinpoint

When the central banks of the ma

about a "correction" of the dollar's ex

monthly discussions at the Bank for

terest rates, the gold market develop

mid-September. a basic change in pol

view. While gold may become attrac

gentina, since nothing but West Ger

not change its monetary stance after

pressure of illiquidity in the interna

austerity programs of Belgium or

of reserve-creation from 12 percent

sell in order to raise cash.

during the past several months. With

jor industrial nations gathered for their
International Settlements in Basel in

icy occurred. The Federal Reserve did

last June, reducing the per annum rate
during the first half of the year to about

cessive price and lower American in

ment suggests an entirely different

tive at points of crisis, the grinding

tional system forces many holders to
Earlier in the year, the eXQaustion

a special area of weakness in the mar

ket. The Bundesbank's turnabout puts

the rest of Western Europe into rough

ly the same position as Brazil or Ar

man monetary largesse permitted the

Denmark to sustain their currencies

the strain upon the weaker OEeD

2 percent during the third quarter, but

of developing nations' (as well as Por

shifted to a tight monetary posture.

stocks depressed the gold price, and it

those banking systems.

the German Bundesbank's monthly

those quarters will continue to do so.

shocks to the gold market, such as

line, "Against Too Much Internation

Italian gold exports to the Mideast

lators, may have far-reaching impact.

the European central banks belatedly

This tum was announced, first, in

tuguese and perhaps French) gold

is possible that additional sales from

report for September under the head

However, the selling is much broader;

al Liquidity," and later by the state

show a drastic decline this year, re

the International Monetary Fund at the

producing group, and the position of

ment of M. Jacques de Larosiere of
IMF meeting Sept. 27 in Washington.
The effect was felt immediately on

both the currency markets and the gold

market. The dollar is now worth more

than 2.6 deutschemarks for the first

time since June, after tipping above
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flecting the deficit position of the oil

countries come strains upon their

banking systems, and the clients of
In this atmosphere, relatively small

those introduced by American regu

No such s�andals are ever accidents;

it is when the general liquidity envi

ronment tightens that the embezzlers

American small investors has deteri

and cheats are inevitably exposed.

have run into trouble.

ualty of this process, and the decline

ficial enthusiasm of the South Afri

vanced signal of a much broader

orated just as some brokerage firms
Despite the somewhat forced of

cans for gold investments at this time,

Mr. Saxon will not be the last cas

of the gold market may be the ad

problem.
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